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Soil enthalpy represents the land surface thermal states by combining soil moisture

(sum of soil ice and liquid water) and soil temperature into a single variable. This study

applied soil moisture and soil temperature outputs from offline CLM4.0 model to calculate

soil enthalpy from 1948 through 2010 and analyzed the contributions of the soil water

and temperature to the trends of winter soil enthalpy in Eastern Northern Hemisphere.

The results show that an increasing trend of winter soil enthalpy occurred during the

period 1979–2010, especially in Eastern Europe (EE), Eastern Mongolia (EM), the India

River Plain (IP), and Central Africa (CA). Overall, increases in soil enthalpy are primarily

controlled by decreased soil ice over EE and EM and by increased soil temperature

over IP, while the increased soil enthalpy over CA is mainly attributed to increases in

soil liquid water and soil temperature, whose contributions are roughly equivalent. The

roles of soil moisture and soil temperature in soil enthalpy changes exhibit evident regional

differences and are generally latitude dependent, with soil ice and soil temperature as the

dominant contributors at mid-high and mid-low latitudes, respectively. More importantly,

when under the condition of soil water phase transition, soil enthalpy may be served

as a better metric to monitor the long-term trend of land surface thermal states than

by using soil moisture or soil temperature alone. Therefore, our findings have important

implications for soil enthalpy in climate change research (e.g., the impacts of land thermal

anomalies on regional and even global climate).

Keywords: long-term trend, soil enthalpy, soil moisture, soil temperature, quantitative contributions

INTRODUCTION

Climate change occurs as a result of the Earth’s system adjusting to changes in Earth’s heat storage to
keep radiative equilibrium (Stephens et al., 2012; von Schuckmann et al., 2016). It is reported that
the continental heat storage accounted for ∼2% of the Earth energy imbalance during 1972–2008
(Church et al., 2011). Although only a small proportion of the Earth energy imbalance is used to
heat the land, the increasing trend of surface air temperature is much greater over the land than
ocean (Sutton et al., 2007; IPCC, 2013). The assessment of the land surface heat storage and its
changes need to be a focus of the international climate monitoring.
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Commonly, temperature variations are used to describe
changes in the heat storage of the climate system. However,
temperature alone cannot fully represent heat storage, and
assessments of units of heat (Joules) are required (Pielke, 2003;
Pielke et al., 2004; Li et al., 2014). In recent years, enthalpy
has been applied to monitor the thermal conditions of oceans,
atmosphere, and continents in terms of energy (Tsonis, 2007;
North and Erukhimova, 2009). McDougall (2003) stated that
the ocean’s potential enthalpy is more conservative than its
potential temperature by two orders of magnitude and further
noted that potential enthalpy can better describe the heat fluxes
and heat content, which has been approved by other studies
subsequently (e.g., Abraham et al., 2013; Palmer and McNeall,
2014). Compared with air temperature, moist enthalpy near the
Earth’s surface is more sensitive to surface vegetation properties
(Davey et al., 2006; Rogers et al., 2007; Fall et al., 2010, 2014;
Peterson et al., 2011). Additionally, enthalpy of snow cover is
usually used to represent the energy of the snowpack, including
not only the internal energy of liquid water/ice but also energy
changes during water phase transition (Shrestha et al., 2015),
which is always conserved in the snow layer combinations
(Lawrence et al., 2011). Meanwhile, enthalpy has been used to
replace temperature as a predictor in snow, lake, or frozen soil
models in order to identify the phase change process more easily
(Sun et al., 1999, 2008; Zhang et al., 2003; Li and Sun, 2006), as
well as to establish a state equation of unsaturated soils for an
efficient numerical scheme (Murray, 2002).

Nevertheless, few studies have used soil enthalpy to monitor
the land surface thermal states and their changes. Tang et al.
(1982) suggested that variations in soil enthalpy have comparable
magnitude to those in atmospheric enthalpy at various time
scales and can persist for 2–3 months in the top 20–50 cm
of the soil column, which could also serve as a record of
previous precipitation and air temperature anomalies (Hu and
Feng, 2004). Zhao et al. (2018a,b) compared spatiotemporal
characteristics of soil enthalpy anomaly persistence and found
that soil enthalpy provides the most effective signals for rainfall
prediction over East China than soil temperature and soil
moisture. However, the capability of soil enthalpy in representing
the land surface heat storage remains poorly understood. It
is necessary to use soil enthalpy as a metric to explore the
variation of the land surface thermal states from the perspective
of energy and to identify the key areas with pronounced
energy accumulation.

The long-term trend of land surface thermal states is
closely related to both the thermodynamic and hydrological
conditions. Much attention has been paid to the changes in
soil temperature and soil moisture, while the former represents
the soil energy status and heat transfer conditions (Xue et al.,
2012), and the latter mainly controls the partitioning of net
radiation into sensible and latent heat fluxes (Koster et al.,
2004; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Dirmeyer, 2011; Zhang et al.,
2011; Li and Zhang, 2014). Some common features of soil
temperature change have been elucidated, especially a greater
increase in winter soil temperature at high latitudes, followed
by increased air temperature, indicating that the increasing
trend of soil temperatures may be stronger than that of air

temperature (Zhang et al., 2001). Drying (reducing soil moisture)
is more severe over East Asia, where soil moisture is sensitive
to this change due to the diverse land surface cover and
fragile ecosystems (Li and Ma, 2012; Dai, 2013). Despite that,
land surfaces constitute a complicated system that cannot be
objectively described by only soil temperature or soil moisture.
Notably, soil enthalpy is a distinct variable that accounts for
variations in soil temperature and soil moisture (Chen and
Kumar, 2004; Amenu et al., 2005). Thus, to investigate what
magnitudes of soil moisture and soil temperature impacts on soil
enthalpy can provide more critical reference information for a
deep understanding of the land surface heating processes and
its variations.

This study aims to analyze soil enthalpy as a proxy for changes
in soil energy storage and consider the spatial patterns of winter
(i.e., December–January–February) soil enthalpy trends and
their direct causes. Analytical technique and statistical approach
are both employed to determine the underlying relationships
between soil moisture, soil temperature, and soil enthalpy,
when qualitative analysis and quantitative assessment are used
successively to calculate the individual effects of soil moisture
and soil temperature on soil enthalpy trends. This paper is
organized as follows: the data and methods used are described
in the next section, major results are presented in Results, and
Conclusion and Discussion provides a summary of the results and
a discussion on our findings and future work.

DATA AND METHODS

Data
The description of the dataset parallels that of Zhao et al.
(2018b), and the following text is derived from there with
minor modifications. Due to a lack of global comprehensive
observations, soil moisture and soil temperature in this study
were obtained from the offline simulation of the Community
Land Model version 4.0 (CLM4.0; Oleson et al., 2010).
CLM4.0 is the land component of the Community Earth
System Model (CESM). Compared to earlier versions (e.g.,
CLM3.5), CLM4.0 has significant improvements in physical
parameterization, including an extension of the carbon–nitrogen
(CN) biogeochemical model, the addition of an urban canyon
model, and the introduction of a transient land cover/land
use change capability (Lawrence et al., 2011; Hua et al., 2013;
Zhu et al., 2013). The number of ground layers is extended
from 10 layers in CLM3.5 to 15 layers in CLM4.0, with the
upper 10 layers hydrologically active (i.e., the “soil” layers)
and the bottom 5 layers inactive. The global near-surface
meteorological data used to force the land surface model were
developed by the Land Surface Hydrology Research Group at
Princeton University (Sheffield et al., 2006) from 1948 to 2010
with a temporal resolution of 3 h and a horizontal resolution
of 1◦ × 1◦, which includes seven elements, i.e., humidity,
longwave radiation, precipitation, shortwave radiation, surface
air temperature, surface pressure, and surface wind. It is 18 years
that the model has been spun up, which make certain long-term
equilibrium of variables inside. Finally, the output of CLM4.0
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including solid ice, soil liquid water, and soil temperature
participate in the calculation of soil enthalpy.

For a soil medium, the total enthalpy can be expressed as
the summarized enthalpies of soil particles, soil water, and soil
air (Murray, 2002; Chen and Kumar, 2004). Considering the
difficulties in measuring soil air and its small mass, the impact
on the soil enthalpy is neglected. Therefore, the equation used
for calculating soil enthalpy per unit volume (h; J m−3) can be
represented as follows:

h = (ciθi + clθl + cdθd)(T − Tf )− Lilρiθi, (1)

where ci and cl are the volumetric heat capacities of soil ice
(1.942 × 106 J m−3 K−1) and soil liquid water (4.188 × 106

J m−3 K−1), respectively; Tf indicates the freezing temperature
(273.16K); Lil is the latent heat of fusion (3.337 × 105 J kg−1);
ρi is the density of soil ice (917 kg m−3); θ i and θ l denote the
volume percentages (m3 m−3) of soil ice and soil liquid water,
respectively; and T represents soil temperature (K), which can
be achieved from the CLM4.0 offline outputs. cd and θd are the
volumetric heat capacity and the volume percent of soil solids,
respectively, which can be calculated from the data of soil organic
matter density, percent sand, and percent clay obtained from the
1◦ × 1◦ monthly global soil texture dataset supported by the
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP; Bonan
et al., 2002; Lawrence and Slater, 2008). Detailed information
on these variables and algorithms can be found in the CLM4.0
Technical Descriptions (Oleson et al., 2010).

The global warming signal is particularly strong and steadily
linear after 1979 (Foster and Rahmstorf, 2011), and the boreal
winter warming is only significant starting from 1979 to 2010
(Cohen et al., 2012). Thus, studies on the long-term trend of
boreal winter soil enthalpy from 1979 to 2010 will be of great
interest. In addition, as the enthalpy variations in the shallow
and deep soil zone are determined by soil moisture and soil
temperature, respectively (Chen and Kumar, 2004), the fifth level
(21.22 cm) is selected in this study to represent middle soil layers,
where soil moisture and soil temperature play more comparable
roles in soil enthalpy.

Methods
Equation (1) shows how soil enthalpy is directly calculated from
soil moisture and soil temperature. To quantify the relative
contributions of soil temperature and soil moisture in liquid and
ice phases to soil enthalpy, a multiple linear regression (MLR)
approach is employed for the present study period 1979–2010.
Soil enthalpy can be represented as the linear function of soil ice,
soil liquid water, and soil temperature as follows:

h(x, y, t) = ai(x, y)θi(x, y, t)+ al(x, y)θl(x, y, t)

+b(x, y)T(x, y, t)+ c(x, y)+ ε(x, y, t) (2)

where θi, θl, and T are soil ice, soil liquid water, and soil
temperature at location (x, y) and time t, respectively; c denotes
the intercept; and ε is the residual error. Here, ai (al) is the partial

regression coefficient of soil ice (soil liquid water) and b is that of
soil temperature, e.g., b represents the impact of soil temperature
on soil enthalpy with constant soil moisture. Since we are dealing
with changes over time, it is also easy to linearize Equation (1)
to obtain:

δh =
[

ci
(

T − Tf

)

− Lilρi
]

δθi

+
[

cl
(

T − Tf

)]

δθl + (ciθi + clθl + cdθd)δT, (3)

with the terms in parentheses providing analytical linearized
expressions for the coefficients ai, al, and b in Equation (2). In this
case, the signs for the coefficients are easily judged and explained
with analytical techniques available.

In current study, our aim was to quantify impacts from soil
moisture and soil temperature on the soil enthalpy trend. First,
the soil enthalpy predictand [H(x, y, t) = ai(x, y)θi(x, y, t) +

al(x, y)θl(x, y, t) + b(x, y)T(x, y, t) + c(x, y)] can be roughly
regarded as the soil enthalpy component jointly caused by soil
ice, soil liquid water, and soil temperature. This concept has been
successfully employed to separate the effects of precipitation from
temperature on soil moisture changes (Cheng et al., 2015) and to
identify the external and internal sea surface temperature trends
(Li et al., 2010). Here, the contribution of soil ice to the soil
enthalpy trend (hereafter Cθ i) can be estimated by:

Cθi = (ai × 1θi)/1H × 100%, (4)

where 1H and 1θ i are the differences in mean H and θ i,
respectively, between the first and last 10 years. Similarly,
the contributions of soil liquid water (hereafter Cθ l) and soil
temperature (hereafter CT) can be expressed as follows:

Cθl = (al × 1θl)/1H × 100%, (5)

CT = (b× 1T)/1H × 100%. (6)

Notably, the contributions are relative, and the sum equals 100%.
At lower latitudes, this three-element linear regression equation
(Equation 2) can be degenerated into a binary linear regression
equation when there is no ice in the soil. Therefore, the linear
function for the soil enthalpy can be represented by: H(x, y, t) =
al(x, y)θl(x, y, t)+ b(x, y)T(x, y, t)+ c(x, y)+ ε(x, y, t).

RESULTS

Linear Trend of Land Surface Thermal
States
The spatial distribution of the soil enthalpy trend in winter is
given in Figure 1. During the period 1979–2010, soil enthalpy
exhibited increasing trends in most eastern regions of the
Northern Hemisphere with an area percentage of above 70%.
The significant (p < 0.05) increases were mainly located in
Eastern Europe (EE), Eastern Mongolia (EM), the India River
Plain (IP), and Central Africa (CA). In particular, the energy
accumulation over EE has exhibited the largest increase of more
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than 12 MJ m−3 over the past 32 years. Over North Asia, soil
enthalpy generally exhibited different decreases, and significant
(p < 0.05) negative trends were only detected in small parts of
the eastern Siberia.

To further explore the relationship of soil moisture and
soil temperature with soil enthalpy, the grids with significant
(p < 0.05) trends of soil enthalpy are selected and shown
in Figure 2. Increased soil enthalpy corresponding to soil
temperature increases was found over majority of the selected
grids, possibly indicating that soil temperature increase was
favorable for soil enthalpy increase. For the grids with negative
soil enthalpy trends, most were accompanied by soil moisture
increases, which implied that increases in soil moisture would
likely decrease soil enthalpy. Notably, soil enthalpy with larger
negative trends (<-3 MJ m−3 decade−1) all corresponded to

FIGURE 1 | Spatial distribution of linear trend of winter soil enthalpy from 1979

to 2010, and dotted area is significant (p < 0.05).

increased soil moisture, which might suggest that a stronger
negative relationship existed between these variables in winter.
Whether soil ice or soil liquid water was most responsible
for the negative relationship should be further analyzed. More
interestingly, we found that soil enthalpy with larger trends
(>6 MJ m−3 decade−1) was generally found in the regions
with little change in both soil moisture and temperature. How
did this phenomenon occur when the land heat content (soil
enthalpy) has significantly (p < 0.05) and greatly increased
for these grids? To address these issues, we come up with
some clear explanations based on the analytical expressions
for the coefficients in Equation (3) and the investigation of
the corresponding spatial distributions of soil moisture and
temperature trend and then quantify their relative contributions
in the following sections.

Relationships of Soil Moisture and Soil
Temperature With Soil Enthalpy
Close relationships could be detected between the spatial pattern
of soil moisture (soil temperature) trends and that of soil
enthalpy trends. As shown in Figure 3A, soil moisture generally
demonstrated a significant (p < 0.05) increase at high and low
latitudes but decreased at middle latitudes, especially for EM and
North Africa. For soil temperature (Figure 3B), the strongest
warming occurred over the northern Serbia, while the cooling
areas were very limited andmainly located in the North Asia. The
linear trends of soil temperature over EE and EM were positive
but insignificant, while significant (p < 0.05) warming occurred
over IP and CA.

It is noted that, despite slight and insignificant increases in soil
moisture and soil temperature over EE (Figure 3), soil enthalpy
showed the largest increase among the four selected regions
(Figure 1). This finding seemed to contrast with our knowledge
that larger changes in soil moisture and soil temperature are

FIGURE 2 | Trends of soil enthalpy vs. those of soil moisture and soil temperature, but for individual trends of soil enthalpy that are significant with p < 0.05.
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FIGURE 3 | Same as Figure 1, but for (A) soil moisture and (B) soil temperature.

FIGURE 4 | Same as Figure 1, but for (A) soil ice and (B) soil liquid water.

associated with greater changes in soil enthalpy. Based on
Equation (1), in addition to soil liquid water and soil temperature,
soil enthalpy was also associated with soil ice. Therefore, we
divided the soil moisture into two components (i.e., soil ice
and soil liquid water) and then further analyzed their changes.
A comparison of Figures 4A,B shows that soil ice over EE
significantly (p < 0.05) decreased, followed by increased soil
liquid water, leading to little change in the soil moisture. As a
result, this phenomenon of the largest increases in soil enthalpy
over EE could be roughly attributed to ice melting into liquid
water during the previous summer and early fall, which absorbs
much of the heat. As noted above (Introduction), enthalpy
is a very useful measure for describing energy storage and
transformation, especially for processes involving water phase
transitions (North and Erukhimova, 2009). Comparing trends
of soil moisture and soil temperature indicates that decreases
in soil ice should be responsible for the downward trends of
soil moisture over EM. At mid and low latitudes without soil
ice due to higher temperatures throughout the year, changes

in soil moisture were completely consistent with those in soil
liquid water.

Based on the above analyses showing that soil moisture change
was attributed to soil ice over EE and EM and to soil liquid water
over IP and CA, we have drawn scatterplots of soil enthalpy
trends vs. soil ice/liquid water (x-axis) and soil temperature (y-
axis) for each selected area (Figure 5), which was helpful for
more intuitively identifying the linkages between changes in soil
enthalpy with those in soil ice/liquid water and soil temperature.
For EE (Figure 5A), soil ice is the dominant contributor of
the soil enthalpy trend, of which soil temperature performs
as a driver over IP (Figure 5C). The relationship between soil
enthalpy increasing and soil ice decreasing over EM (Figure 5B)
was similar to that over EE, but soil temperature contributed
slightly more. Over CA, increased soil enthalpy was positively
associated with increases in both the soil liquid water and soil
temperature (Figure 5D).

In summary, the qualitative analyses illustrated that there
is a great advantage to employing soil enthalpy as a metric
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FIGURE 5 | Trends of soil enthalpy vs. soil ice/liquid water and soil temperature trends over (A) Eastern Europe (EE), (B) Eastern Mongolia (EM), (C) India River Plain

(IP), and (D) Central Africa (CA).

to describe land surface thermal conditions, especially under
the context of soil water phase transitions. Moreover, to more
accurately capture characteristics of the land surface thermal
condition and its related changes, the effects of soil ice on
changes in soil enthalpy should be given comparable attentions
to those of soil liquid water and soil temperature. Therefore, the
individual effects of soil ice/liquid water and soil temperature on
the soil enthalpy trend will be determined quantitatively in the
next section.

Quantitative Contributions of Soil
Ice/Liquid Water and Soil Temperature to
Soil Enthalpy Trends
To determine the magnitudes of the effects of soil moisture
(including soil ice and liquid water) and soil temperature on soil
enthalpy, we quantified their respective impacts using regression
analyses and Equations (4–6).

As shown in Figure 6A, the partial regression coefficients
of soil ice were negative throughout the study region. The
magnitudes of the coefficients exhibited evident regional
differences. Generally, the higher values (<-310) were located in
the eastern part (east of 90◦E), especially for EM and northern
Siberia (<-330), but the lower values occurred in the western
part. The partial regression coefficients of soil liquid water
(Figure 6B) were negative over most of the study region (east

of 70◦E). Based on the coefficient magnitudes, there existed
a similar spatial distribution of soil liquid water coefficients
to that of soil ice coefficients, with higher values in EM and
northern Siberia (<-40). In contrast, soil enthalpy positively
responded to soil liquid water over Europe and a small part
of West Asia. The opposite signs of coefficients were consistent
with the spatial pattern of winter climatological soil temperature,
which had negative values over most of the area east of 70◦E
and positive values in Europe due to the North Atlantic Drift.
Over the whole study region, the partial regression coefficients
of soil temperature were all positive (Figure 6C). However,
the magnitudes of these coefficients showed evident regional
differences, e.g., higher values (>2.2) over southern Europe and
small parts of eastern Asia, lower values (<1.6) over the regions
between north of 60◦N and west of 110◦E, and moderate values
mainly in other regions. Through analytical techniques (i.e.,
Equation 3), the results are easily explained and predicted, as
follows: Soil ice’s coefficient is always negative, since soil ice is
only present when T ≤ Tf , so decreasing soil ice corresponds to
increasing soil enthalpy. Larger negative contributions of soil ice
to soil enthalpy trends are associated with greater amounts of soil
ice and lower temperatures. Soil liquid water’s contribution to soil

enthalpy trends depends on temperature: the enthalpy response
to increasing soil liquid water is negative for temperatures below

freezing and positive for temperature above freezing, with the
size of the effect proportional to temperature. Soil temperature’s
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FIGURE 6 | The MLR coefficients of soil enthalpy on (A) soil ice (ai), (B) soil liquid water (al), and (C) soil temperature (b) at mid-high latitudes. The regions with solid

black dots represented the coefficients were statistically significant (p < 0.05) after prewhitening.

contribution to soil enthalpy is always positive, proportional to
the magnitude of temperature change, the volumetric mass, and
the heat capacity of the soil/water.

Consistent with Figures 5A,B, the relative contributions from
soil ice to soil enthalpy trends over EE and EM exceeded
80 and 60% (Figure 7A), respectively, while the contribution
from soil liquid water was relatively small due to its weaker
regression coefficients (Figure 7B). The relative contribution
from soil temperature to soil enthalpy trends over northern
Siberia exceeded 100% (Figure 7A), as soil ice and soil liquid
water contributed negatively. In general, the contributions
to soil enthalpy trends were dominated by soil ice over

Europe and most of Asia and by soil temperature over
northern Siberia.

Figure 8 shows the partial regression coefficients of soil
liquid water and soil temperature at mid-low latitudes, where
soil ice is not present. The partial regression coefficients
of soil liquid water were all positive (Figure 8A). The
magnitude of the coefficients was greater than those at mid-
high latitudes (Figure 6B). The higher values (>110) were
mainly located at ∼10◦N. Consistent with Figure 6C, the
partial regression coefficients of soil temperature at mid-
low latitudes (Figure 8B) were also positive. However, the
magnitudes of these coefficients showed evident regional
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FIGURE 7 | The relative contributions of (A) soil ice, (B) soil liquid water, and (C) soil temperature to soil enthalpy trends at mid-high latitudes.

differences. Generally, the higher values (>2.3) were near the
Equator and over South Asia, and the lower values (<1.9) were in
the Sahel.

Figure 9 depicts the relative contributions of soil liquid
water and soil temperature to the soil enthalpy trend at mid-
low latitudes, which was more spatially heterogeneous than
that at mid-high latitudes (Figure 7). The contribution of soil
temperature to the soil enthalpy trend exceeded 100% over
parts of the Sahel, the Arabian Peninsula, and northern India,
with the contribution from soil liquid water being negative.
Consistent with Figures 5C,D, the increased soil enthalpy over
the IP was mostly caused by increased soil temperature, and the
contributions of soil liquid water and soil temperature over CA
were∼50%.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

As a single variable, soil enthalpy can be used to define the
land surface thermal states through integrating effects from soil
moisture (i.e., soil liquid water and soil ice) and soil temperature
(intuitively seen from Equation 1). This study used the CLM4.0
outputs to investigate the spatiotemporal characteristics of
soil enthalpy variability for the period of 1979–2010. Then,
qualitative and quantitative analyses were successively employed
for determining the individual impacts of soil liquid water,
soil ice, and soil temperature on the trend in soil enthalpy.
Results suggested that, despite of an obviously increasing trend
of winter soil enthalpy in most (above 70%) of the eastern
region of the Northern Hemisphere, the magnitudes were
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FIGURE 8 | The multiple linear regression (MLR) coefficients of soil enthalpy on (A) soil liquid water (al) and (B) soil temperature (b) at mid-low latitudes. The

coefficients in the regions with solid black dots are statistically significant (p < 0.05) after prewhitening.

FIGURE 9 | The relative contributions of (A) soil liquid water and (B) soil temperature to soil enthalpy trends at mid-low latitudes.
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FIGURE 10 | Spatial distribution of linear trend of winter soil enthalpy at mid-low latitudes from 1979 to 2010 (A CLM4.0, B GLDAS2.0), and dotted area is significant

(p < 0.05).

FIGURE 11 | Trends of soil enthalpy vs. soil moisture and soil temperature trends over (A) IP and (B) CA using GLDAS2.0.

spatially heterogeneous with pronounced energy accumulating
over EE, EM, IP, and CA. Furthermore, increases in soil enthalpy
closely related to increased soil temperature, decreased soil
ice, or increased/decreased soil liquid water for temperatures
above/below freezing, while the magnitudes of each factor’s
impacts existed evidently regional differences, i.e., soil ice
and soil temperature were the determinants of soil enthalpy
trends at mid-high and mid-low latitudes, respectively. More
importantly, a finding in this study was that during the

soil water phase change process of melting over Eastern
Europe, trends of land surface heat content could be better
described by soil enthalpy but not by soil moisture or soil
temperature alone.

This study formulated critical basis for subsequently
conducting researches on climate effects and predictions using
soil enthalpy as a metric of the land surface thermal condition.
However, sources of uncertainty remain in our results. The soil
is not a closed system, as water can percolate away or evaporate
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FIGURE 12 | The multiple linear regression (MLR) coefficients of soil enthalpy on (A) soil moisture and (B) soil temperature at mid-low latitudes using GLDAS2.0. The

coefficients in the regions with solid black dots are statistically significant (p < 0.05) after prewhitening.

and the change in heat content associated with that evaporation
is not properly captured by the soil enthalpy formulation. Due
to a lack of soil ice from observations and various reanalysis
products (e.g., the Global Land Data Assimilation System version
2.0; GLDAS2.0), computations of soil enthalpy are difficult
to date. In this study, we performed an offline simulation for
obtaining a suit of land surface parameters (i.e., soil ice, soil
liquid water, and soil temperature) with the CLM4.0, and then
estimated soil enthalpy over the eastern region of the Northern
Hemisphere. Although CLM4.0 model has been applied widely
and validated against various assimilation datasets, the potential
uncertainties caused by different structures and initial values
of the only selected model should be noted. It is in order to
reduce potential uncertainties and promote accuracy of our
results that cross-validation has been applied on soil liquid water,
soil temperature, and estimated soil enthalpy from CLM4.0
and GLDAS2.0 over the unfrozen regions (i.e., south to 40N).
Using the GLDAS2.0 products, we have performed the same
analyses as those from the CLM4.0 outputs. A similar spatial
pattern of soil enthalpy trends is detected between these two
datasets, e.g., increased soil enthalpy over IP and CA (Figure 10).
As shown in Figure 11, increased soil enthalpy was positively
associated with increase in soil temperature over IP but with
increases in both the soil liquid water and soil temperature
over CA. Based on the Equation (2), the MLR coefficients

of soil enthalpy on soil moisture and soil temperature are
critical for estimating the relative contributions, and thus,
we have shown them in Figure 12. The partial regression
coefficients of soil liquid water were positive except for the
Tibetan Plateau, with higher values (>100) mainly located at
∼10◦N, while the higher values (>2.3) for partial regression
coefficients of soil temperature were near the Equator and
in the southern Asia. Lastly, we recalculated these variables’
relative contributions to soil enthalpy, which are demonstrated
in Figure 13 that the increased soil enthalpy over the IP
mostly was caused by increased soil temperature and the
contributions of soil liquid water and soil temperature over CA
are comparative.

Overall, the validation results showed that there existed
high similarities between the CLM4.0 and the GLDAS2.0 on
different spatial scales (i.e., each grid of the unfrozen regions
and the whole key areas of IP and CA), which indirectly
supported our findings to be robust, i.e., to represent soil
thermal conditions by soil enthalpy is more reasonable than
by only soil moisture or soil temperature alone. It is not
likely to ignore the uncertainty caused by only-one model in
the present research so that further simulations with various
models and original forcing for getting ensemble datasets (i.e.,
soil ice, soil liquid water, and soil temperature), as well as
quantitative uncertainty analysis is most primary. Another aspect
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FIGURE 13 | The relative contributions of (A) soil moisture and (B) soil temperature to soil enthalpy trends at mid-low latitudes using GLDAS2.0.

of uncertainty comes from the use of multiple linear regression
methods on the complex and non-linear soil system. As the
linearization shows, soil moisture and soil temperature actually
can account for all of the temporal changes in soil enthalpy.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that increased soil temperature,
decreased soil ice, or increased/decreased soil liquid water for
temperatures above/below freezing generally lead to increased
soil enthalpy.
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